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About This Game

What a mess! Grimelda, a young witch, wanted to give her hair a little makeover when suddenly a tiny drop of her hair dye
dripped into the magic cauldron of her aunt! And then it happened... BOOM! A big bang followed by a massive explosion! Now
the whole, beautiful forest is covered with nasty, purple ooze! The young witch must clean everything up before her aunt comes

back...
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Title: The Witch's Apprentice: A Magical Mishap
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Whalebox Studio
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Min. CPU 1500 MHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Grafic card with 128 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: yes

English,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,Dutch,Portuguese
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Adds a building that was included in the base games of Tropico 3 and 4 for free. Only now it's restricted to the Modern Era, by
which time you no longer need it unless you've fallen so far behind that you have no electricity by 1989.

the mission is another cheesefest; build 40 of these things and win. end mission.

And just like every other miserable mission in this game, there's a completely pointless random HUGE invasion that threatens
instant defeat if you don't have an army of more than 20 units prepared within 9 months of the sudden announcement.. The
tetris block part works well enough and I like the idea. However, I found the rest of the game to be quite boring. The card game
elements do not add anything. It's too random and not really helpful. The combat is simple and fairly difficult, too difficult.
Even with the cards I was always scrambling for health. You do not gain health back easily.

Then when you finally finish that level you go to the next and nothing changes.

I do think this needs a Dungetris 2!. Quite an enjoyable game especially for the price. Some very tricky puzzles, there's just one
near the end that could've added a more clearer explanation but nothing that time and patience can't overcome.

Graphically speaking it's a little bit underpar if you compare it to the Room but it's nothing that devalues the game.

On the story side of things it does have quite an interesting storyline holding it all together and could be interesting to see how
they follow up, maybe with someone else, with a different plot even.

One thing that felt semi-lackluster were the achievements, granted they are what they are, but considering you places collectibles
in game (which work as achievements) one could help but think what else could you have done with them. Maybe add more of
them on a semi-open world setting that all work up towards one additional yet optional puzzle.

Either way it's a nice enjoyeable game if you're into the escape/mystery/puzzle/logic games.. big potential :D start is hard if you
are new to mmos. You are droped into a world. the end :D needs some guidelines or something. < they are annoying. i know. but
needed. did all quests i could find in port in few mins. but since i'm a horder i went to collect stuff. some player asked to collect
wood for gold so why not. tho i cant carry much. meaning i need to lvl up. so it would be nice if gathering ( and other ways to
satisfy hording) would give xp. (for non-violent lvling up) speaking of violence. combat makes me want to face palm. very
VERY very needs updating. but i'm sure devs will get to it eventualy. all in all would give 8/10.. Easily dismissed as a 2D-Portal
copycat (funfact: it sorta is, but bear with me), and though lacking in many aspects, it might still be sort of a fun game.
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Yes, it has the same mechanics as Portal, and yes, it is 2D, but it is not only that. You have the space-wraping portal, but also the
- rotation portal which changes the direction of the gravity
- shrinking\/growing portal
- time-wrapping portal

The combination these different portals give raise to a myriad of possibilities for endless headache. Whenever you face a new
puzzle, however, you might still be unable to solve it: you might need to revisit that puzzle in the future. For this reason, the
game gives you the choice of spending some "power orbs" in order to reveal if you can solve a specific puzzle or not.

Which then brings the cons of the game. The map is huge and let me tell you, not fun to navigate at all. Curisouly enough, the
game is rather short: I have the feeling that if the puzzles would be presented linearly in their solveable sequence, this game
would have been even shorter. Also I felt like there could be more puzzles combining the portals, and the ending felt "lazy". Also,
this game screams for a little bit of a story in a comic\/sarcastic tone, but there is *nothing*, be warned.

The puzzles are solid, enjoyable and not overly frustrating but also nothing ingenious. Achievements are fine, except for "That's the
way to do it" which cannot be obtained in Linux. If you don't support the achievement in a supported platform, please, remove the
achievement, that didn't even need to be said. Otherwise the game gave me no headache in Linux.

So as a puzzle game, this is a good (short) game. It could have been more, but that's all that it is. It might be enough.. Very fun and
calming game to play. The physics are amazing while the plateforming mixes perfectly with the physics and combat. I recomend this
game to any type of gamers because it really does capture almost all types of gameplay in one amazing game.
Pros
-Includes trading cards
-Puzzles mixed with physics and plateforming make it a superior game with combat
-Can run on a wired potatoe
-Small price for a large and amazing game
-A good game to play offline in like a airplane ect.
Cons
-Multiplayer
I would really like to see a multiplayer version of this either its just playing the levels with a companion or its a death match I would
really like to see it
-Level editor
Same as multiplayer I would really like to see this in the game and you could download other peoples stages off the workshop

But anyways, with or without multiplayer and/or level editor I strongly recommend this game to any type of gamer.
. This is a pretty sweet facebook game. I take that last statement back because it's not very fair to facebook games as most of them
are much more sorted out than this game - plus they're free. I wouldn't play this game if it was free.... If you really want to play it,
wait for it to go on sale. It's really not worth 20 USD.

The mystery sadly wasn't interesting enough for me to keep playing past chapter 5, and did not distract me from how poorly written
the protagonist is. He's a harsh, mean and downright unlikeable character. It's also worth noting that putting your name in at the
start doesn't seem to mean anything, as the characters will just call you Max anyway. The writing in general felt really lazy,
actually.

A lot of the characters were realistic and interesting, which made it even harder for me to put up with the protagonist being flat out
mean to them. I spent most of my playtime feeling like I could have found a different way to get information out of them than just
being mean until they cracked. It's like they tried a bit too hard to be Ace Attorney, whilst forgetting to actually make the
investigation interesting. I feel like the game could be a lot more enjoyable if the protagonist had a vastly different personality and
better writing. And if it actually felt like you were making progress on the case after each chapter.. A game with a LOT of
potential!

Since it's in Early Access it's understandable that issues like lag, bugs and missing content is possible, but NeoJack has been at the
front of the battallion working hard to add new content and patch bugs. He's often present at the official Discord channel, checking
the bug reports, reading our suggestions and answering questions about the current content and what's to come.
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For those asking "Is this game similar to X?", I'll say this game reminds me A LOT of the old school RuneScape. Several gathering,
crafting and combat skills, decent graphics, housing system... I feel I'm 13 years old again, back in the old good RPG times.

With less than a few weeks of launching the economy system is yet to be at its full potential. Right now everyone is crafting
everything for themselves and most find it hard to part with their hard-earned cash when they really don't need to, but once the
playerbase grows and cash becomes more abundant we'll see the player-driven economy advertised in the game description.

Repeating my first statement, this game has A LOT of potential, and I'll love to be here to see it flourish.. Played this some on
Switch, since I got it for like $1 there. Forgot why I hadn't continued it on Steam.

Got to the third level as a blue life-form, started the Spiky Rivers objective (a requirement).

After about 20 failures, I want my money back. That's right. I hate it so much I want my $1 back. ♥♥♥♥ this poorly-
developed♥♥♥♥♥♥show. How do you fail developing the difficulty curve three levels in? Not even worth starting over.
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Decent enough game. You can ignore the negative reviews from ree-tods who don't know what rail-shooters are.. This is a good
game if you are learning Japanese.. Very fun Bullet Hell series, neat music, and they all have demos. Oh, and it's dirt cheap. You
should get this if you have any interest at all in the genre.. Barely playable in it's current state. Server issues aside the controls
are clunky and aiming is about the wonkiest thing. Just flat out not even ready for an Early access release. :p. fun, play different
people... do different jobs and can make your way up the government. Fun puzzle game. Rules are simple but the game
regularly introduces new puzzle elements to keep things interesting.

As usual, some people complain about the game lacking in challenge. It is often pretty easy to complete each level but to
complete levels with a perfect score can be a significant challenge. Most of the people who complain about the game being to
easy only play it for at most an hour or two. Once you reach the final two chapters (of four) the challenge ramps up nicely.

I had a few lockups where the game appeared not to be able to handle certain keypresses at particular times. Nothing major
though and I just killed the game and loaded it again.
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